CAL THOMAS COMMENTARY IS A
A 90-SECOND DAILY DOSE of the
incisive reasoning and common
sense thinking that has made his
column a “must read” in over 500
newspapers in all 50 states and a
“must listen” on nearly 300 radio
stations from coast-to-coast.
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- Available on a market-exclusive, barter basis
- First run barter only
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THE CAL THOMAS COMMENTARY
AMERICA’S #1 SYNDICATED OP-ED COLUMNIST
FOX NEWS CHANNEL CONTRIBUTOR

The Cal Thomas Commentary is a perfect addition for news and talk formatted stations and an ideal complement for news blocks—regardless of format. There's a reason that Cal Thomas is one of the most-respected commentators on the planet. Call SRN today and find out why!

90 Seconds of Content
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www.srnonline.com | www.calthomas.com